Abstract-This paper explores a new parallel interference cancellation (PIC) scheme for multi-carrier DS-CDMA. For the PIC scheme, frequency diversity technique and the linearization of soft decision function are used to simplify the complexity and improve the system performance. The theoretical analysis over the proposed PIC scheme is detailed, numerical simulations are performed, and main conclusions are drawn as: (1) for the proposed PIC scheme,whether over Rayleigh fading channel or over additive white Gaussian moise (AWGN) channel, more interference cancellation (IC) stages can bring larger performance gain, but with the further increase in the number of IC stages, the performance improves less dominantly; (2) in case of the same IC stages, for the proposed PIC scheme, the linearization of soft decision function will bring the reduction of computation complexity with an ignorable performance loss.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-carrier CDMA, which is a combination of both multi-carrier modulation (MCM) and code-division multiple access (CDMA), has superior capabilities of suppressing multi-access interference (MAI) among active users and multi-path fading [1] . For multi-carrier CDMA systems, data sequence is performed first spectrum-spreading and subsequent multi-carrier modulation. In general, multicarrier CDMA has two types: OFDM-CDMA and MC-DS-CDMA. The main difference between both types is that the spectrum-spreading of the former is based on frequency domain and that of the latter is based on time domain. Both types of multi-carrier CDMA were explored in detail in [1] and [2] , respectively. Two types of multi-carrier CDMA systems have a similar capability of combating multi-access interference and narrow-band interferenc, and therefore exhibit a dominant performance advantage, compared to conventional single-carrier DS-CDMA.
Like single-carrier CDMA, multi-carrier CDMA is suffered from multi-access interference (MAI), which is as a result of non-orthogonality between usres' signiture sequences. To a great degree, it is due to MAI that the performance degradation of multi-carrier CDMA occurs. In order to improve the performance of multi-carrier CDMA, it is necessary to adopt effective stategies to suppress or cancel MAI. Among these stategies is multi-user detection (MUD) [3] [4] . Multi-user detection schemes are generally sorted as linear MUD and nonlinear MUD. The former includes MMSE detector and decorrelation detector, while the latter is divided into successive interference cancellation (SIC) and parallel interference cancellation (PIC). L.Fang et al analyzed successive interference cancellation (SIC) for multi-carrier DS-CDMA [5] . The related results show that SIC can effectively combat MAI and improve the performance for multi-carrier DS-CDMA systems. PIC for multi-carrier DS-CDMA was also discussed in detail in [6] , which shows that PIC can improve the system performance dominantly.
In this paper, a new parallel interference cancellation scheme is proposed for multi-carrier DS-CDMA. For the proposed scheme, frequentcy diversity combining (FDC) technology is considered and soft decision function is derived and linearized, respectively. Detailed analysis and discussion are made for the proposed PIC scheme of multicarrier DS-CDMA.
II.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In this paper, we consider MC DS-CDMA model which was proposed and deeply discussed in [1] . Let K users' signals be transmitted. Each user's signal is firstly multiplied by distinct spreading sequences to perform frequencyspreading, and the corresponding spread signal is then replicated into multiple branches, each of which is modulated by designated sub-carrier.
Consider the effect of Rayleigh fading and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) on the signal transmission of multicarrier CDMA systems. Then the received signal can be expressed as (1) where k P is the k-th user's transmitted power, () k bj is the j-th transmitted symbol of the k-th user, αk,m is the fading factor which satifies Rayleigh distribution, ωm is the m-th sub-carrier frequency, M is the sub-carrier number, ) (t n is AWGN, and ()
is the signiture sequence of the k-th user, N is the spreading gain, and Tc is the chip duration.
The proposed PIC scheme for multi-carrier DS-CDMA, which is called MC-PIC scheme in the following, consists of multiple interference cancellation (IC) stages, each of which functions the same. With no loss of generality, we only give the description and analysis of the q-th IC stage, as shown in Figure 1 . Consider MC-PIC scheme with Q IC stages. The receiver firstly makes despreading over the received signal r(t), which is then sub-carrier demodulated and low-pass filtered to obtain match-filtered (MF) output of each sub-carrier for each user, and then the MF outputs are sent to multi-stage interference cancellor. After a number of stages of IC and frequency diversity combining, the outputs are used to make decisions to obtain the final results.
In the following, we mainly describe two parts of MC-PIC receiver: (1) MF output, and (2) multi-stage IC.
A MF Output
The received signal r(t) is processed by MF to obtain the correlation output , which is expressed as
for the m-th sub-carrier of the k-th user, where
is the interference from all other users's signals to user k, i.e., multi-access interference (MAI), , ,
, LPF (.) and BPF(.)denote low-pass and band-pass filtering, respectively, 
where , km w is combining gain. Use D( )  as decision function, and then we have symbol tentative decision as
The results by (4) are sent to multi-stage IC as intial inputs and updated at each IC stage.
B The q-th IC Stage
In this IC stage, MAI in each sub-carrier is firstly estimated using the symbol tentative decision from previous IC stage , and then is subtracted from , () km Zi in (2), and thus MAI suffered by each user is more or less cancelled. Perform decisions over the MAI-cancelled signals to obtain more reliable tentative values which are then input to the next IC stage. The whole IC procedure is demonstrated in Figure 1 .
The estimated MAI for the m-th sub-carrier is
, which is subtracted from , () is surely getting less, and system performance is expected to improve more dominantly. The
is subsequently input to the combiner, and we obtain by diversity combining Similarly to (4), we have
which is subsequently sent to the next IC stage. At the Q-th IC stage, which is actually the last stage, we have
where HD ( )  is hard decision operation.
III. DISCUSSION OF DECISION FUNCTIONS
In general, decision function D ( )  mainly has two forms: hard decision and soft decision.
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After performing hard decision over
Otherwise if soft decision function [7] is used to
However, due to huge computation amount of nonlinear hyperbolic tangent function in (11), the application of soft decision method is restricted. Approximately, we can linearize nonlinear hyperbolic tangent function in (11) to reduce the computation comlexity as
which is derived by using the approximation
For convenience of description, We call the MC-PIC scheme corresponding to the decisions denoted by (10), (11) and (12) as Hard -MC-PIC, Soft -MC-PIC and Linear -MC-PIC, respecticely.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will make numerical analysis over the proposed MC-PIC scheme by the computer simulation. The main simulation parameters are set as follows: (1) the user number K=11; (2) randomly generated spreading sequence with N=15 for each user; and (3) sub-carrier number M=3. Figure 3 show the performance of Linear-MC-PIC with different IC stages in two cases of Rayleigh fading channel and AWGN channel, respectively. Meanwhile, the bit error performance of the match-filtered (MF) receiver for multi-carrier DS-CDMA is also shown in both figures for comparison. It is clear from both figures that Linear-MC-PIC exihibits the performance superior to MF receiver, and the more IC stages, the better performance Linear-MC-PIC has, whether over Rayleigh fading channel or over AWGN channel. On the other hand, more IC stages doesn't bring more dominant performance improvement, and initial two IC stages can obtain a dominant performance gain, but more than two IC stages only improve the performance slightly. For example, in Figure 2 , at signal-to-noise rate (SNR) of 12dB, the bit error rates of Linear-MC-PIC with one, two, three and four IC stages are, respectively, 2×10-2, 6×10-3, 4×10-3 and 3×10-3, while at the same SNR, the bit error rate of MF receiver is about 10-1, far higher than the bit error rates of Linear-MC-PIC. Figure 4 and Figure 5 compare the bit error performance of Linear-MC-PIC, Hard-MC-PIC and Soft-MC-PIC with two IC stages and three IC stages, respectively. We can see from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that compared to Hard-MC-PIC, Linear-MC-PIC exhibits dominant performance advantage, whether with two IC stages or with three IC stages. On the other hand, Linear-MC-PIC is slightly interior to Soft-MC-PIC in performance. For example, in Figure 4 , at SNR of 14 dB, the bit error rates of Hard-MC-PIC, Linear-MC-PIC and Soft-MC-PIC are about 1.2×10-2, 1.5×10-3 and 1.2×10-3, respectively. However, with the linearization of tangent function, Linear-MC-PIC has a lower computation complexity, relatively to Soft-MC-PIC.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explored a new parallel interference cancellation scheme for multi-carrier DS-CDMA. The detailed description and analysis over the proposed MC-PIC scheme were made, and the related discussion on decision functions was also performed, and a linear decision method is derived by modifying the soft decision function. Finally, the proposed MC-PIC scheme was simulated in performance. By the computer simulation, we drew conclusions, which are mainly as: (i) for the proposed PIC scheme,whether over Rayleigh fading channel or over additive white Gaussian moise (AWGN) channel, more IC stages bring larger performance gain, but with the further increase in the number of IC stages, the performance improves less dominantly; (ii) in case of the same IC stages, for the proposed PIC scheme, the linearization of soft decision function will bring the reduction of computation complexity with an ignorable performance loss. Therefore, from performance/complexity trade-off, MC-PIC scheme with linear decision is more suitable for practical application in future.
